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EXPERIENCE

JD Wetherspoons, The Berkeley, Bristol
Bar Sta� Associate
October  2021 - September 2022

● Working in teams of 5-10, mainly students;  city centre, fast paced student pub.
● A high pressure atmosphere that relied on the independence of sta� for quick

thinking and responding to situations involving both stock and customers.
● Handling sales in the region of £1000 per night.

Ab Initio, Bristol, Remote
Mentorship Scheme
January 2021

● Big data processing insights, with problem solving situations and tasks assigned.
● Meetings with Software Developers, Managers and Client Facing positions.
● Discussed a variety of software solutions, focussing on the company’s main

product, an application for handling big data.

Credit Suisse, London
Work Experience
August 2019

● Two week’s work experience, in close quarters with both the technology sector
and the trading floors, worked in a team to improve systems within the
company.

● Visited the UK datacenter that handles the frequent access  company data.

John Nike Snowsports Centre, Chatham
Ski Instructor
September 2017 - September 2019

● Training and employment as a Grade B Ski Instructor, taught in the region of
200-300 lessons.

● Trained for Technical assistance, maintenance, and  Restaurant/ Bar Sta�.
● Ran children's birthday parties and small groups of adult ski lessons up to full

classes of 30 school children.

EDUCATION

University of Bristol, City of Bristol
Integrated MEng in Computer Science
September 2019 - July 2023

Final year of a four year course, expected to achieve a first upon graduation. Units
specialise in software/programming theory and security. My dissertation is an
analysis of the Hertzbleed attack’s  e�ectiveness on  McEliece encryption.

Sir Joseph Williamson’s Mathematical School, Rochester
GCSE and A-Level
September 2012 - June 2019

● A Level grades achieved are A*s in Maths and Further Maths with Bs in Computer
Science and Design Technology.

● 12 GCSEs grades A*-B including a grade 9 in Maths and A*s in Physics, Computer
Science, and French and an A* with distinction in Further Maths.

SKILLS

 A high-level understanding of
many modern programming
languages, including C, C++,
C#, Python, HTML,  JS, CSS,
and Java; with a strong ability
to quickly learn new
languages, particularly
imperative and object
oriented.

 Experience working
independently, and in teams,
with customers in both
specific enquiries, and large
groups.

 Leadership as an instructor,
and in groups of peers, both
in programming projects and
otherwise.

AWARDS/EXTRACURRICULAR

Programming a portfolio of
my projects  can be found at
github.com/GusRob.

Grade B Ski Instructor and
competent freestyle skier.

Gold Duke of Edinburgh built
on existing skills learned as a
member of the scouting
community.

Sports include rugby,
swimming, triathlon and golf.

LANGUAGES

English (Native)
French (Intermediate)
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